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speak of is very close to the concept of “suchness” （shinnyo 真如） found in the Awakening of Mahayana Faith 
（daijō kishin ron 大乗起信論）.
 In this way, metaphysics in Meiji – in fact, in modern – Japan was deeply connected to Mahayana Buddhist 
thought. When Western philosophy was adopted during the time between the end of  the Edo  江 戸 period 
（1603-1867） and the beginning of the Meiji period, scholars of Western learning （yōgakusha 洋学者） translated 
it entirely using Confucian concepts and terminology. Japanese philosophical terms in use today are almost all 


























as inside” （uchi soku soto, soto soku uchi 内即外・外即内） and the “one as many, many as one” （ichi soku ta, ta 
soku ichi 一即多・多即一） spoken of in Nishida’s late-period philosophy. Also, this characteristic is also related 
to Buddhism’s view of reality and its “logic of essence-function ［taiyū 体用］”. 
 The third characteristic of Meiji period metaphysics  is that  it  is based on the “logic of  identity ［soku 即］”. 




way of  thinking a  logic of negation and a dialectical mode of  thought  is  implied, however Meiji philosophers 
stopped short of delving deeply into this point. This can be said with regard to Nishida’s theory of pure expe-
rience found in Zen no kenkyū. It is at what could be called thought’s direct or presentative stage that has not 



























































































those related to metaphysics, there is a considerable amount; besides Tetsugaku issekiwa, Tetsugaku yōron 哲学
要論 （Essentials of philosophy, Vol. 1 – Meiji 19/1886, Vol. 2 – Meiji 20/1887）, Bukkyō katsuron joron 仏教活論序
論 （The revitalization of Buddhism: an introduction, Meiji 20/1886）, Junsei tetsugaku kōgi 純正哲学講義 （Lectures 
on metaphysics, Meiji 25/1892） Hayuibutsu ron  破唯物論 （Destroying materialism, Meiji 31/1898）, Tetsugaku 
















































scribed  in the Flower Ornament Sutra （kegongyō  華厳経）: “the realm of non-obstruction between principle 
















 However, what  is “mutual  implication” in the first place? Looking at  the Chinese characters  that make up 
the compound sōgan, we could understand it to mean the mutual inclusion of something else. For example, the 




naturally contains  its effect, and, conversely, phenomena （the effect） naturally must contain  its cause. This  is 
the completely the same with regard to the relationship between phenomena of the mind and the suchness of 
the mind.





























































not exist apart  from phenomena, phenomena do not exist  independently  from reality （both are  identical and 







 Inoue defines reality as “infinite universality” （mugen no tsūsei 無限の通性, unendliche Allgemeinheit）. This 
is close to Hegel’s notion of “concrete universality” （konkrete Allgemeinheit）. In the case of Hegel, this concrete 




























































 As was  the case  in  the above-discussed mutual  implication  theory of  Inoue Enryō,  in  Inoue Testujirō’s 
thought as well, it is argued that the subjective and the objective, matter and mind, and phenomena and reality 





















cepts, Kiyozawa did not think that the  infinite existed outside of the finite  in opposition to  it, but rather that 
the infinite was in the finite and envelopes the finite from within it. In this sense, this infinite is close to Hegel’s 











































is  the  internal  infinite and the external  infinite, which respectively correspond to the teachings of self-power 
and other-power. He saw the outer infinite as the “bad” or false infinite; the “infinite” for him was the inter-




















































possesses the truth of  the entire universe.  In this “principle of  the  interrelationship of all dharmas” （manbō 














（shukyaku sōbotsu, motsuga sōbō 主客相没、物我相忘）, and all discrimination has disappeared.
 However, on the other hand, Nishida also calls  the pre-conscious state of a newborn baby  in which there 































consciousness phenomena, and called “The One Great Personality” （ichidai jinkaku  一 大 人 格 ） “The Spirit” 
（seishin 精神）. In the fourth section “Religion” （shūkyō 宗教） it is called “God” （kami 神）. Nishida came to call 
this universal operation of consciousness “self-awakening” （jikaku 自覚） in Jikaku ni okeru chokkan to hansei 
and also described it mystically as the “absolute free will” that  is “self-awakening of self-awakening.” In the 
“Latter Section” of Hataraku mono kara miru mono he 働くものから観るものへ （From the Actor to the Seer, 
Shōwa 2/1927）, at this limit it completely changed, and turned into the logical concept of the “place of absolute 





experience. According to Nishida’s definition, self-awakening is “the self seeing the self” （jiko ga jiko wo miru 
自己が自己を見る）. This self is nothing other than pure experience, and therefore it is pure experience seeing 
pure experience itself. More precisely, since self-awakening is “the self seeing the self in itself” （jiko ga jiko ni 







 However, discussing  the development of Nishida philosophy  is not  the aim of  this paper, and  therefore  I 
would like to again return to the pure experience thought found in Zen no kenkyū.
 As previously described,  in Nishida’s pure experience  thought  there  is  the element of  the oneness of  the 
subjective and objective, as well as the element of the identity of the individual and the universal. It therefore 
meets the two requirements for being identical realism. This can also be seen in places other than the first and 
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